
5.1.4 POPULATION INVERSION and METASTABLE STATES  

 From Einstein’s theory it is clear that a sustain laser action needs more electrons in the excited state
but under equilibrium it is not possible. Because in equilibrium, most stable sate is the ground state.
Therefore we need to invert the population (electron density) by applying suitable energy. There are
different  methods by which we can increase the population of electrons in the excited levels.  The
popular methods of population inversions are Optical pumping, Electron excitation, Inelastic collision,
Forward biasing and Chemical reaction.

 Metastable state is an excited state of an atom or other system with a longer lifetime than the other
excited states. However, it has a shorter lifetime than the stable ground state. Atoms in the metastable
state remain excited for a considerable time in the order of 10 -6 to 10-3. During metastable state, all the
parameters  associated  with the state,  hold stationary values.  A large  number of  excited  atoms are
accumulated in the metastable state. The population of metastable state can exceed the population at a
lower level thereby establishing population inversion in a lasing medium. Population inversion could
not be created without a metastable state.  First the lasing material is "excited" by an outside source,
typically an electric current or a flash of light from another source. (That other source in the past has
typically been a flash lamp, but these days it is more often another laser.) This excites the material,
meaning that the electrons are boosted to a metastable higher energy state. In the following figure the
life time of E2 is much higher than E3 (~105 times) that’s why electrons can exist  at E2 comparatively
long time and shows population inversion. 

                                                        Fig. 3a and b Population inversion with a 3 and 4 level system

Atomic energy states are much more complex than indicated by the description above. There are many
more energy levels, and each one has its own time constants for decay. The four-level energy diagram
is representative of some real lasers. The electron is pumped (excited) into an upper level E4 by some
mechanism (for example, a collision with another atom or absorption of high-energy radiation). It then
decays to E3, then to E2, and finally to the ground state E1. Let us assume that the time it takes to decay
from E2 to E1 is much longer than the time it takes to decay from E2 to E1. In a large population of such
atoms,  at  equilibrium and  with  a  continuous  pumping  process,  a  population  inversion  will  occur
between the E3 and E2 energy states, and a photon entering the population will be amplified coherently.


